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Introduction
Face-to-face class is hard but it is bearable than the online setting.

Sometimes we compare face-to-face class to online because it is more
expensive but if we are going to look on the learnings, students learn more
through face-to face classes. Activities and formative are easier to deal with
because students now have someone to lean on. Students are big projects in
the making putting the philosophical belief of Gabriel Marcel when he said
that because of the broken word men are affected by its brokenness.

With the resumption of face-to-face class after more than two years of
doing online or blended learning, a big readjustment happened but it is better
than online class since it enables maximum interaction which is beneficial in
sharing ideas and insights about certain topics and allows teachers and
students to collectively understand and evaluate different perspective.



Teacher’s Evaluation

✓Ms. Abellana is a kind and cute teacher and she is also an informative teacher because she cites
reliable sources and of course gives us good feedbacks.

✓Good teacher, she always listens to our thoughts and ideas regarding to our topic in research.

✓The teacher is excellent, she has a holistic way of teaching, she is flexible meaning she can
adjust in order to cater the needs of us learners. She shows the quality of a professional teacher.

✓Ma’am Guia is really such an approachable and amazing teacher.

✓Miss Costardo is the kind of teacher where we feel at ease and comfortable. She always asked
us how we are doing and motivates us to keep going.

✓She has a great personality and is always willing to help. She will continue to explain things
until you understand the information.



✓I like how Sir Lasola discuss his topic because he really emphasizes the topic well in order for us
to really understand the topic of this subject well.

✓She is a very thoughtful teacher who puts a lot of thought into how she presents the material
and very understanding teacher.

✓The teacher delivers the topic perfectly. I love how her voice can gather our attention. She
provides concrete examples and supplementary materials every course material.

✓Thank you for being our Research instructor, you are my ideal kind of a teacher such a very
smart.

✓She's very approachable and nice. When it comes to teaching, I do appreciate her efforts 
because she's very hands-on. What I like the most about her is that she always gives feedbacks 
regarding our scores both outputs and summative.

✓Sir Villarias is definitely a great teacher because the way he taught us was very comprehensive 
and it's easier for us to understand the lesson.
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Conclusion
There is definitely an adjustment period but when you come to

appreciate getting back to school again, we become more productive and also
learn beyond the academics. Face-to-face is a human reconnection, mental,
and emotional refreshment. It is a healthier way of engagement. Face-to-face
will be a great avenue to breathe fresh air from the comfort that would open
avenue for us to explore the vast ocean of opportunities: opportunities that
would help us to see that there is light despite fears that we have. Some of
the silver linings of face-to-face classes are mental health restoration due to
increased interaction and productivity as well as we can enjoy each other’s
presence. Challenges are always there, but choosing to be resilient and
tenacious in pursuing quality education is always the best way to deal with all
the discomforts.



Action Taken

1. They make learning fun and prepare children for a better
tomorrow.

2. They draw real-life connections by citing examples and
demonstrate how the most difficult topics can easily be understood.

3. They encourage students by giving them appreciation using the
right words which means a lot in their life.

4. They change the scenario of life by imparting data and information
in students to analyze situations and find solutions to it.

5. They track improvement and set performance goals setting short-
term goals, targeting long-term goals, emphasizing improvement
among others.



Thank you…..


